
YOUR LABELS
We will supply labels for you to apply to the puddings. The
labels are included in the price and will be delivered with
your puddings. If you want extra labels, or for us to stick
them on, there are additional charges.

The labels are self adhesive watchstrap labels which come on
A4 sheets.You simply remove from the backing and stick on
the wrapped pudding.They do not tear.All the legally
required information is on the straps leaving the top circle
for your image and text plus the pudding name and
description. All sizes and flavours of pudding have similar
proportions so one design from you works for all of them.
Each pudding has a base label already applied which gives you
the flavour of pudding (so you know which labels to stick
on!) plus batch code and best before date.

You can put whatever you like on your label.We can even
remove the pudding descriptor so you can have the whole
top surface if you prefer. Many of our customers use their
logos as the main image but some prefer a more festive
image and some use drawings generated by a design activity.
On the following page there are a few images I downloaded
which I think will work well on a label.You can simply choose
one of these. If you prefer to search for your own please
bear in mind the shape you are trying to fill - so not tall and
thin, preferably on a white background and if its got a
copyright watermark this will show on the print (unless you
have the skill to remove it!).Also check the resolution - if
you drop it into word and enlarge it to about 75mm across
does it still look OK? If its all jagged it won’t do.This also
goes for logos - if you lift a logo from a website the chances
are the image will be too small to print well, so check it out
at 75mm across and see if it looks reasonable.

The other option is to put a drawing on the label and send
me a scan of the drawing. Please scan as a minimum 300dpi
jpg file rather than a pdf. There is a template for the drawing
on a page below.

So I need an image of your choice plus the text you want on
the label. I can arc text round the top and/or put text across
under the image.Your organisation name is important plus if
you are fundraising for something specific it’s good to put
that on. Just tell me what you have in mind and I’ll do my
best.There is just me doing this so I do one design included
in the price of the order. Additional designs are £10. Only
one design per order line is possible.We definitely can’t do
individual labels. Proofs will be sent within a week.

Please send images and text to ange@freshfieldbakery.co.uk

Any queries - same email address, I will respond promptly.
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Label drawing template - print on white paper. Do not print anything on the back, it will show through on the scan.

Name

Year

School


